Introduction {#s1}
============

The tight association that animals have with the trillions of microbes that colonise them is the result of a long evolutionary history. Although we only very recently started to understand the intimate relationship between microbes and host physiology, including brain function, it is now well accepted that host neurodevelopment, brain function and behaviour are regulated by presence and activity of the host-associated microbiota ([@bib17]; [@bib19]; [@bib28]; [@bib52]; [@bib53]; [@bib69]; [@bib73]).

One of the most recurrent and evolutionary conserved behaviours observed to be influenced by the microbiota, both during a host's lifetime as well as on evolutionary time scales, is host social behaviour ([@bib8]; [@bib18]; [@bib20]; [@bib21]; [@bib27]; [@bib29]; [@bib45]; [@bib47]; [@bib48]; [@bib58]; [@bib57]; [@bib63]; [@bib74]; [@bib76]; [@bib79]; [@bib86]; [@bib88]). Importantly, a growing body of data in healthy volunteers and patient populations is emerging, indicating microbial influences also translate to human emotional behaviours ([@bib87]) and have been suggested to play a role in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) ([@bib79]; [@bib37]; [@bib41]; [@bib54]; [@bib83]) and schizophrenia ([@bib23]). Just very recently, it was shown in two independent mouse models of autism that the microbiota is necessary for expression of autistic-like symptoms in these models ([@bib32]; [@bib42]). It is, however, still largely unclear how and where the microbiota influence brain function and which mechanisms mediate changes in behaviour.

While the amygdala is critically involved in anxiety and fear-related behaviours and memory, it is also a well-established key emotional brain centre for evaluating and responding to social stimuli in humans and other mammals ([@bib1]; [@bib3]; [@bib43]; [@bib61]; [@bib64]; [@bib67]; [@bib68]). As such, neuropsychiatric disorders characterised by social deficits (including autism spectrum and anxiety disorders) are associated with structural and functional changes in the amygdala ([@bib2]; [@bib10]; [@bib56]; [@bib72]). Evidence for a role of the microbiota in regulating amygdala function is emerging ([@bib87]; [@bib36]; [@bib82]; [@bib51]; [@bib35]) but this has been largely descriptive.

Germ-free (GF) mice, lacking microbial colonisation throughout development, are a well-established and essential tool spearheading the characterisation of microbiota-host interactions in regulating development and physiological and behavioural parameters in the host ([@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib16]; [@bib22]; [@bib55]; [@bib60]; [@bib66]; [@bib50]). By colonising GF mice at weaning age (exGF), developmental effects can be distinguished from dynamic, reversible effects of a functional microbiota. Previous studies, focussed on the ability of post-weaning colonisation of formerly GF rodents to reverse behavioural deficits, have produced mixed results with some phenotypes being reversible while others seemed to be developmentally programmed (see ([@bib80]) for review). Thus, the mechanistic underpinnings of behavioural changes in GF mice and how they are controlled by early colonisation during development are still elusive.

We here provide evidence that the microbiota is a critical regulator of social interaction-induced gene expression in the amygdala. Using an unbiased, genome-wide approach to determine gene expression in the amygdala by paired-end, stranded, ribodepleted RNA-sequencing together with a comprehensive downstream analysis pipeline, we studied alterations in the amygdala transcriptome in response to a social interaction stimulus. We find a unique transcriptional response in GF mice that involves upregulation of the splicing machinery, which is able to partially compensate for impairments in neuronal plasticity signalling during social interaction in these animals.

Results {#s2}
=======

Germ-free mice display impaired sociability behaviour with high inter-individual variability {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mice lacking any interaction with microorganisms throughout development have a range of behavioural phenotypes ([@bib50]), including memory impairments and altered anxiety behaviour ([@bib36]; [@bib30]).

Here, we subjected conventional mice (CON-SI), germ-free mice (GF-SI), and germ-free mice colonized after weaning (exGF-SI) to a social stimulus (the three-chamber social interaction test (3CSIT), based on [@bib59]) and measured the time during which the test mice interacted with a conventional conspecific male mouse or a non-social object ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, experimental design and workflow). As previously reported ([@bib21]; [@bib15]), on average the group of GF-SI mice showed significantly decreased interaction with a conspecific compared with controls and colonized animals, while interaction with the non-social object was similar among the three groups ([Figure 1B--C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, we found high inter-individual variability in the GF-SI group for the time interacting with the conspecific, ranging from approximately control levels (\>300 s) to as little as 60 s ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the distribution passed the D\'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test, the Shapiro-Wilk normality test and the KS normality test, all at alpha = 0.05. Time spent with the non-social object was similarly variable in all three groups ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Germ-free (GF) mice display reduced social interaction.\
(**A**) Experimental design. (**B**) Time spent in active interaction with either a conspecific or non-social object in the 3-chamber social interaction test (3CSIT). Error bars show range, midlines of boxes show medians. (**C**) Results of the 2-way ANOVA with Dunnets multiple comparison *post-hoc* test, n = 11--12/group).](elife-33070-fig1){#fig1}

Social interaction induces highly distinct gene expression patterns in the amygdala of germ-free mice {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since we have previously shown that social interactions in the mouse 3CSIT behavioural paradigm reliably activates stimulus-dependent genes expression in the amygdala ([@bib82]), we hypothesised that we would observe changes in gene expression in this brain region as a function of colonisation status and, especially, social experience. Thus we sought to identify potential molecular pathways involved in mediating microbiome-to-brain signalling by systematically comparing gene expression patterns in the amygdala of mice that were exposed to social environmental stimulation (social interaction, SI) mice. To this end, we retrieved RNA from naïve animals and 1 hr after the social experience for CON, GF and exGF animals and performed a highly comprehensive type of RNA-sequencing, using paired-end RNA libraries that retains information on which DNA strand was transcribed and includes also non-polyadenylated RNA species. This way our analysis incorporated gene expression changes at baseline and in response to stimulus-induced transcription of both, mRNAs and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) that lack a poly-A tail.

In a first step, we performed analysis of differential gene expression on all meaningful pairwise comparisons ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). When comparing the number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs, both up- and downregulated) between naïve animals of different colonisation status, we find the highest number of DEGs in the CON-GF comparison ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as we have previously reported in an independent study ([@bib82]). Interestingly, when comparing naïve vs. stimulated animals the response in terms of number of DEGs was strongest in GF animals by far, providing evidence for the amygdalar transcriptomes to diverge between the three groups upon environmental stimulation by social interaction. Transcriptional divergence driven by neuronal activity is further supported by the number of DEGs when comparing the SI groups among each other, as these numbers are substantially (4--9 times) higher than DEG numbers for naïve comparisons ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing stringency of the analysis (log2(fold-change) \> \|±0.5\|) had little relative effect on these results ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).
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###### Meaningful pairwise comparisons for gene expression changes (nine unique comparisons).

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Group             Environmental stimulation                        Compared to
  ----------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------
  CON (n = 4)       Naïve\                                           GF, exGF, CON-SI
                    (n = 4, representing eight animals, per group)   

  GF (n = 4)        CON, exGF, GF-SI                                 

  exGF (n = 4)      CON, GF, exGF-SI                                 

  CON-SI (n = 8)    social interaction (SI)                          CON, GF-SI, exGF-SI

  GF-SI (n = 12)    GF, CON-SI, exGF-SI                              

  exGF-SI (n = 8)   exGF, CON-SI, GF-SI                              
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Social interaction induces diverging gene expression patterns in the amygdala.\
(**A**) Number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) including both up- and downregulated genes for all meaningful pairwise comparisons (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). (**B**) Presence-absence plot for all DEGs in all groups. Each line represents one gene that is a DEG in at least one pairwise comparison. (**C--D**) Venn diagram of upregulated (up, red) and downregulated (down, blue) genes in CON-GF and CON-SI or GF-SI comparisons to test for activation of expression patterns in GF mice under naïve conditions that are similar to activation by social interaction at either CON or GF colonisation status. (**E**) Heatmap to visualize enriched biological functions in social interaction(SI)-induced (upregulated only) genes. FDR-adjusted p-values were calculated for all enriched (p~adj~ \<0.1) biological-function GO Terms (GObp), log-transformed (-log~10~) and colour-coded.](elife-33070-fig2){#fig2}

Next we looked for overlapping DEGs between pairwise comparisons. Because meaningful Venn diagrams are limited to four or five comparisons, to identify groups of genes that are regulated in multiple comparisons, we plotted the presence or absence for each of the 4522 non-redundant genes found in any of the comparisons ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, there were multiple overlapping clusters between SI comparisons, demonstrating a core cluster of genes that are induced 1 hr after social novelty, independent of colonisation status. However, multiple clusters of genes showed differential regulation only in a particular group, suggesting differences in the transcriptomic response of the individual groups. We identified a cluster of genes that was differentially regulated in both GF naïve animals and upon social interaction stimulation in conventional animals ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This overlap was highly significant and made up large proportions of all genes up- or downregulated in naive GF animals compared to CON controls (38% and 26%, respectively). This cluster was not differentially regulated in GF animals upon stimulation by social interaction ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, there was a counter directional overlap (e.g. genes upregulated in CON vs. GF but downregulated in GF upon stimulation). Together, these data suggest that several genes typically induced in the amygdala of conventional controls upon social interaction are already elevated in GF mice, pointing towards amygdalar hyperactivity in these animals ([@bib82]).

To identify pathways and biological functions that are induced in the amygdala by social interaction under the different colonisation conditions, we next analysed the dataset for functional enrichment. To this end, we tested upregulated genes in each group for enrichment of biological functions using the gene ontology (GO) database and compared resulting p-values ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found a wide-range of biological functions to be enriched in the three conditions. While overall the groups differed substantially, we identified one cluster that showed good agreement between comparisons. For all three groups significant enrichment was found for processes such as protein modification and folding as well as regulation of gene expression. This is in good agreement with the fact that there is a core cluster of genes overlapping (see [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, large differences were seen in processes that are associated with intracellular signalling such as protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, which was enriched in the CON-SI comparison, but not in GF-SI or exGF-SI. The second striking difference was dramatic enrichment of processes associated with RNA splicing, most prominently in the GF-SI but also the exGF-SI group ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA), which does not rely on cut-offs for p-value or fold-change, we find similar differences in functional enrichment ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We also analysed the dataset for enrichment of genes associated with specific cellular pathways using the KEGG pathways database. As expected, in the CON-SI group the MAP kinase (MAPK) signalling pathway was the dominant pathway enriched due to social interaction treatment ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This pathway, which is well established to be induced upon neuronal activity, was also enriched in GF-SI and exGI-SI groups, albeit to a much lesser degree. In fact, under more stringent analysis parameters enrichment failed to reach significance in these groups ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). For the GF-SI group we found a highly significant enrichment of genes associated with the spliceosome that was also significantly enriched, to a lesser extent, in the exGF-SI group and almost completely absent from the CON-SI group ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To elucidate the differences in gene regulation in response to social interaction between CON and GF mice we analysed genes exclusively induced in either of the groups for further functional enrichment. In line with GO Term and KEGG pathway analysis we found that DEGs exclusively upregulated in CON-SI mice, were highly enriched in genes involved in intracellular signalling, especially the MAPK pathway, while DEGs exclusively upregulated in GF-SI mice were strongly enriched in genes associated with RNA processing, that is splicing ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The core of genes that are induced independent of colonisation status is characterised by enrichment of genes involved in protein folding and, to a lesser degree, both, spliceosome and MAPK signalling pathway. Genes falling into these two KEGG categories made up relatively large proportions of all DEGs in the CON-SI and the GF-SI group, respectively ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Genes associated with the GO Term 'RNA processing' made up 4.4% of all DEGs in the GF-SI group (111/2510), which represents 15% of all mouse genes in this category (111/741). Comparing response-induced fold changes of these 111 genes between colonisation statuses, further highlighted that expression of this group of genes is highly distinctive in GF-SI animals ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This unique pattern was also evident when we plotted a comparison of these genes, where the individual gene identity was maintained across groups and where mean expression values for the remaining 630, not statistically significant mouse genes in the 'RNA processing' GO category for each group were included ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Loss of normal induction of MAP-K pathway is accompanied by upregulation of splicing pathways.\
(**A**) Comparison of enrichment of MAP-K pathway-associated genes and spliceosome-related genes among DEGs between groups. Dotted line: significance level (p=0.1) (**B**) Functional enrichment analysis of overlapping and uniquely regulated subsets of DEGs between CON-SI and GF-SI comparisons showed shared and different processes transcriptionally activated in the amygdala in response to social stimulation (**C**) Percentage of DEGs falling into the TOP20 enriched KEGG pathways for CON-SI and GF-SI. (**D**) Log~2~(fold change) (Log2FC) values plotted for each of the 112 DEGs in the GF-SI comparison that was associated with GO-Term 'RNA processing'. black line: median, non-parametric Friedman test F = 65.5, p\<1.0e-4; \*\*\*p\<1.0e-4, \*p\<0.05, Dunn's multiple comparisons, n = 112/group.](elife-33070-fig3){#fig3}

Stimulus-induced upregulation of a number of well-established immediate early genes, that show rapid and reproducible upregulation in response to neuronal activity, including activity induced by environmental novelty in the hippocampus, was also seen in the amygdala of conventional animals after social interaction ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). In line with reduced activation of the MAPK pathway in GF-SI mice, we find several of these genes, including *Egr3*, *Fos*, and *Ier5* not to be upregulated in this group, possibly due to elevated expression levels at baseline ([Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Together these data suggest that GF animals show a unique response signature toward environmental stimulation by social interaction. The transcriptional response is characterised by a marked upregulation of the genes involved in RNA processing and the splicing machinery, accompanied by an arrested upregulation of typical response genes, especially in those involved in MAPK signalling. Analysis of differential gene expression between naïve GF animals and controls also revealed that this lack of induction may be due to upregulation of several genes involved in these processes already at baseline. All analyses on GF animals colonised with a conventional microbiota at weaning (exGF) presented so far show results with features of both, CON and GF groups.

Social interaction leads to a strong increase in alternative splicing in GF and exGF animals {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since 'RNA processing' and spliceosome-associated pathways were highly enriched in the amygdala of GF animals and also exGF animals, we next analysed our dataset for functional consequences of this upregulation by searching for alternative splicing events, that is differentials spliced genes (DSGs). Under naïve conditions alternative splicing was highest when comparing CON and GF animals ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 4](#supp4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These genes were highly enriched in several functional categories involved in neuronal function, such as long-term potentiation (p~adj~ = 2.3e-6) and synaptic transmission (p~adj~ = 1.2e-10) ([Supplementary file 5](#supp5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar enrichment, although to a lesser degree was found when comparing GF and exGF animals, while no significant functional enrichment was found for the relatively few DSGs in the CON vs. exGF comparison. High congruence in alternative splicing between CON and exGF mice was also evident from the high degree of overlap between DSGs that distinguished both groups from the GF group ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Together these data are in agreement with phenotypic similarities between CON and exGF animals, that is reversibility of the GF phenotype by colonisation at weaning.

![Social interaction leads to a strong increase in alternative splicing in GF and exGF animals.\
(**A**) Number of differentially spliced genes (DSGs) for all meaningful pairwise comparisons (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). (**B--C**) Venn diagrams showing overlapping DSGs for naïve (**B**) and social interaction (SI, (**C**) comparisons. After stimulation differences become evident. (**D**) Heatmap to visualize enriched pathways in SI-induced differentially spliced genes. FDR-adjusted p-values were calculated for all enriched (p~adj~ \<0.1) KEGG pathways, log-transformed (-log~10~) and colour-coded.](elife-33070-fig4){#fig4}

In line with diverging transcriptomes between groups due to differential gene expression after stimulation by social novelty, the transcriptional landscapes changed substantially as a result of alternative splicing. While conventionally colonised controls exposed to social interaction showed comparatively little alternative exon usage, we found a dramatically increased number of DSGs in the GF-SI group, and noticed an even higher number of SI-induced DSGs in exGF animals. This was surprising since enrichment of splicing-associated genes among DEGs was highest in the GF-SI comparison, albeit significantly present also in the exGF-SI group.

As with the previous finding for DEGs, DSGs of the three comparisons also shared a 'core' set of genes that were alternatively spliced in response to social interaction, independent of colonisation status ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This core was slightly enriched in genes associated with functional categories that are involved in neuronal function such as long-term potentiation (p~adj~=1.5e-02) and synaptic transmission (p~adj~=1.9e-4). In fact, the high degree of overlap between all three groups together with the high number of DSGs in GF-SI and exGF-SI groups suggests that, in addition to the conventional response, these two groups show supplementary cellular responses towards activation of the amygdala by social interaction. Interestingly, this additional response is even more pronounced in the exGF-SI group and is characterised by a high number of DSGs highly enriched in genes involved in mainly four principal functional categories: splicing/RNA processing, protein turnover, neuronal functions, and intracellular signalling pathways ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 6](#supp6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The fact that a highly enriched proportion of the alternatively spliced genes themselves were also members of the splicing machinery suggests a self-regulating mechanism of gene expression in these two groups.

Behavioural performance correlates with expression of RNA processing genes in GF mice {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the high behavioural variability in active social interaction time specifically in the GF-SI group, together with the divergence of the transcriptional landscape in the amygdala one hour after exposure, we hypothesised that gene expression may be correlated with behavioural performance in individual mice. To test this hypothesis, we ranked all expressed genes in our dataset by correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient) between expression level and time spent in active social interaction ([Supplementary file 7](#supp7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to identify functions that are associated with positively or negatively correlated genes we used the *Gene Set Enrichment Analysis* (GSEA) algorithm that assigns one or multiple functions to each gene in the list based on the GO Term or KEGG Pathway databases ([@bib85]). The algorithm then calculates an enrichment score for each function based on the rank of genes associated with this function ([Figure 5B,C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Excitingly, genes whose expression was positively correlated with social interaction time were significantly associated with splicing, along with protein turnover ([Figure 5B--D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant gene set enrichment for negative correlations between sociability behaviour and gene expression. These data suggest direct involvement of splicing and protein turnover pathways in the amygdala with behavioural performance. This result was confirmed, when we compared gene expression of the six germ-free animals with the highest social behaviour performance (GF-SI^high^) with those six animals with lowest social behaviour performance (GF-SI^low^). We found three genes that were significantly higher expressed in GF-SI^high^ animals, namely *DnaJb6* (encoding a brain-enriched heat-shock family protein with chaperone function), *Cribp* (encoding a stimulus-inducible, brain-enriched, nuclear RNA-binding protein involved in mRNA stabilization), and *D030028A08Rik* (a long-noncoding RNA with yet unknown function). These three genes also show a statistically significant correlation with behavioural performance in the GF-SI group ([Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Behavioural performance correlates with expression of RNA processing genes in GF mice.\
(**A**) Design of analysis. A gene list, ranked by Pearson correlation between expression level of a given gene and behavioural performance for each individual mouse, was used for gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA). The algorithm assigns one or multiple functions to each gene in the list based on the GO-Term or KEGG Pathway databases, then calculates an enrichment score for each function based on the rank of genes associated with this function (**B--C**) GSEA-generated enrichment plots for two selected significantly enriched functions (KEGG pathway 'Spliceosome', GO-Term 'RNA splicing'). (**D**) Normalized GSEA enrichment scores for all significantly enriched functions or pathways found in this analysis. (**E**) Gene-expression analysis within the GF-SI group (GF-SI^high^ vs GF-SI^low^, n = 6). Shown are expression values for three significantly differentially regulated genes plotted against the animals time spent in active social interaction. r: Pearson correlation coefficient.](elife-33070-fig5){#fig5}

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The amygdala is a key node in the emotional processing network, responsible for processing social stimuli and fear-related cues ([@bib1]; [@bib3]; [@bib43]; [@bib61]; [@bib64]; [@bib67]; [@bib68]; [@bib75]). A rapidly developing literature increasingly implicates the microbiome in host brain function and behaviour, especially in these emotion processing networks ([@bib18]; [@bib51]; [@bib16]; [@bib22]; [@bib60]; [@bib9]; [@bib13]; [@bib31]). Social behaviour appears to be among the behaviours most intimately connected to a functional microbiome ([@bib8]; [@bib21]; [@bib29]; [@bib48]; [@bib86]; [@bib88]; [@bib37]; [@bib15]; [@bib7]; [@bib44]). However, the mechanistic underpinnings of this influence are only beginning to be resolved. Here we show, for what is to our knowledge the first time, that absence of the microbiome results in dysregulation of unique transcriptional-response pathways in the amygdala.

In line with previous reports, we show that microbes are necessary for development of appropriate sociability behaviour ([@bib8]; [@bib21]; [@bib15]). In agreement with these studies we show reduced sociability behaviour of GF mice in the three-chamber social interaction task, rescued by post-weaning colonisation with a conventional microbiome. However, we do not observe a lack of preference of the conspecific mouse over an inanimate novel object in GF mice. Interestingly, while on average the group of GF mice spent significantly less time interacting with a conspecific than conventionally raised animals, some individual mice of this group performed at control level. This finding suggests, that the underlying networks controlling sociability behaviour are subject to a dynamic regulation, possibly associated with differences in intracellular and extracellular neuronal signalling pathways due to subtle differences accumulating during individual development. However, the fact that exGF mice, colonised with a conventional microbiota at weaning age, spent an intermediate amount of time in social interaction with more control-like variability within the group, argues that this development is highly susceptible to influence by symbiotic signals from the microbiota. Also in several analyses of gene expression regulation in response to social interaction exGF mice resemble an intermediate phenotype, bearing features of both CON and GF mice. As such, exGF mice show high enrichment of genes involved in 'regulation of gene expression' (most prominently enriched among CON-SI upregulated genes) as well as 'RNA processing' (most prominently enriched among GF-SI upregulated genes). This intermediate gene expression phenotype is also evident from the visualized functional enrichment using colour-coded functional GO-Terms ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

To characterize real transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression, in this study we used stranded, ribodepleted as opposed to poly-A enriched libraries for RNA-sequencing. In result, we describe dynamic regulation of several previously undescribed pathways in response to environmental stimulation. As such, we see regulation of RNA-processing non-coding RNAs, several of which are found in subnuclear Cajal bodies, that are particularly prominent in neurons - especially, when transcriptionally active - and are crucially involved in splicing regulation ([@bib89]; [@bib46]). Our RNA-seq experiment thus offers exclusive and comprehensive insight into gene regulation in response to a social stimulus in the amygdala. Interestingly, induction of gene expression in this brain region shows similarities with the hippocampal transcriptional response to environmental novelty ([@bib81]). This overlap is very likely due to a ubiquitous, though highly specific transcriptional response in neurons towards neuronal activity, which includes induction of several well established immediate early genes such as *Fos* or *Arc*, the MAP-K pathway, and neurotrophic signalling via *Bdnf*. Moreover, we find upregulation of complement components, which have lately been established to be necessary for synaptic rearrangements and plasticity upon neuronal activity ([@bib70]; [@bib77]; [@bib78]). Interestingly, innate immune system genes together with neuronal activity-dependent genes have recently been shown to be dysregulated in autism ([@bib33]). Induction of complement genes upon social interaction was not seen in GF mice, possibly due to upregulation of *C1q* already under naïve conditions as compared to CON mice. Indeed, we find that a highly significant share of genes upregulated upon social interaction stimulation in CON mice is already upregulated in naïve GF mice. In perfect agreement with previous reports ([@bib36]; [@bib82]), this finding suggests baseline hyperactivity of neurons in the amygdala in GF mice. Together, these findings confirm that the expected response of the control group serves as a positive control and provide internal validation that the methodology of this study is able to detect relevant changes in transcriptional regulation between groups.

Our data further shows that altered splicing activity is a normal process in neurons of the amygdala in response to social interaction in conventionally raised mice. Indeed, it is now well established, that neuronal activity induces alternative splicing patterns ([@bib24]; [@bib34]; [@bib40]; [@bib71]), a dysfunction of which has been associated with changes seen in autism and autistic-like behaviour in mice ([@bib65]). Surprisingly, the regulation of genes involved in splicing, including Cajal body-associated genes, as well as alternative splicing activity is extremely exaggerated in GF mice, which possibly reflects a compensatory mechanism for already elevated activity-induced signalling at baseline. The finding that increased splicing activity is even more amplified in exGF mice, which display a largely normalized behavioural response, together with a positive correlation between expression of splicing-associated genes and behavioural performance suggests that in fact upregulation of the splicing machinery supports an adequate amygdalar response towards a social interaction environmental stimulus. In fact, previous research shows that post-weaning colonization (exGF) does not rescue impairments in social cognition, seen in GF mice ([@bib21]). This is likely a reflection of an incomplete rescue of the molecular underpinnings of social behaviour investigated here. Although beyond the scope of the current study and technically challenging, future investigations should focus on untangling the network and pathways that drive the observed RNA processing changes and derive molecular consequences from altered mRNA/protein amino acid sequences.

In summary, our data is fully congruent with and offers a molecular basis for previous data on alterations in social cognition ([@bib21]), amygdala volume and dendrite complexity ([@bib51]), and increased transcription of activity-associated gene expression in the amygdala ([@bib36]; [@bib82]) in microbiome-deficient mice. We here show for what is to our knowledge the first time that the microbiota is necessary for regulation of core biological processes on the molecular and cellular level in the brain, which makes a strong case for a causal involvement of the microbiota in the molecular mechanisms leading to the observed impairments in sociability behaviour and the aetiology of neurodevelopmental diseases, which opens the possibility for new therapeutic strategies.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals {#s4-1}
-------

Male F~1~-generation offspring from germ-free (GF) and conventionally-raised (CON) Swiss Webster breeding pairs previously obtained from Taconic (Germantown, New York, USA) were used in all experiments as previously described ([@bib21]; [@bib82]; [@bib16]; [@bib62]). GF mice were housed in groups of two-four per cage in flexible-film gnotobiotic isolators at a 12 hr light/dark cycle. Ex-germ-free (exGF) mice were removed from the GF unit after weaning on postnatal day p21, and housed on CON-used bedding next to CON mice in the standard animal unit to allow colonization of microbes present in the facility environment. CON mice were similarly housed two--five per cage under controlled conditions (temperature 20--21°C, 55--60% humidity) on the same 12 hr light/dark cycle. All groups received the same autoclaved, pelleted diet (Special Diet Services, product code 801010). Age at tissue extraction for all groups and experiments was 10 weeks.

3-chamber social interaction test (3CSIT) {#s4-2}
-----------------------------------------

The 3CSIT was performed as described previously ([@bib21]; [@bib82]). In brief, mice were habituated to the test room for half an hour and then habituated to a white plastic arena (40 × 20×20 cm), divided into three chambers by separators with small circular openings and lined with fresh bedding, for 10 min. The left and right chamber contained empty wire-mesh cages. These were then used to display an age- and sex-matched conventionally-raised mouse (chamber 1) or a mouse-sized and --coloured (white) non-social object during the test phase (porcelain egg cup). Exploration of the three chambers by the test mouse was recorded on video for 10 min and time spent in active interaction with the conspecific or object was measured by an experimenter, blinded to colonization status of the test mice. Group size for behaviour was n = 12 for GF-SI mice and n = 11 per group for CON-SI and exGF-SI groups, after removing outliers.

RNA extraction and sequencing {#s4-3}
-----------------------------

The amygdala from the left brain hemisphere was rapidly dissected on ice from fresh brain tissue as adapted from ([@bib90]), stored in RNA*later* RNA Stabilization Reagent (Qiagen, Netherlands) at 4°C for 24 hr and then transferred to −80°C. Total RNA was extracted using the *mir*Vana^TM^ miRNA Isolation kit (Ambion/life technologies) and DNase treated (Turbo DNA-free, Ambion/life technologies) according to the manufacturers recommendations For each group (CON, GF, exGF, CON-SI, GF-SI, exGF-SI), 8--12 animals were used (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} for details). RNA concentration and quality were determined using a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific) and a Bioanalyzer (Agilent) was used to measure RNA integrity. After this, for all naïve groups equal amounts of RNA from two animals were then pooled to yield four samples per group. Therefore, for naïve groups, each sample (technical replicate) analysed by RNA-seq represents the average of two biological replicates.

Ribodepletion and library preparation was performed by Vertis Biotechnology (Freising, Germany). Sequencing as well as Fastq-file generation was done by Beckman Coulter Genomics service (Danvers, MA, USA). Stranded, paired-end reads of 2 × 100 bp were produced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencer. Details on RNA sample quality and sequencing quality control are given in [Supplementary file 8](#supp8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Molecular validation by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) for selected differentially regulated genes {#s4-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate differential expression results by the RNAseq pipeline, we performed qRT-PCR analysis of all individual RNA samples for the six groups for 18 selected genes (Figure 2 - figure supplement 2). 61% of comparisons showed matching results between the two methods. qRT-PCR was performed as previously described ([@bib82]). In brief, qRT-PCR of 3 technical replicates was done for each biological sample on a LightCycler 480 system (Roche LifeScience) and analysed using the ΔΔC~t~ -- method. Two-way ANOVA with multiple-testing correction (Tukey *post-hoc* for effect of colonisation status; Sidak *post-hoc* for effect of social interaction stimulation), was used to test for statistical significance between groups for each gene. Significance level was: p~adj~ \<0.05.

Bioinformatic analysis pipeline {#s4-5}
-------------------------------

### Quality control and mapping to reference genome {#s4-5-1}

Fastq-format reads were quality filtered and trimmed using Trimmomatic (v0.32, RRID:[SCR_011848](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_011848)) ([@bib14]) with the following non-default parameters: *AVGQUAL*: 20; *SLIDINGWINDOW*: 4:20; *LEADING*: 10; *TRAILING*: 10; *MINLEN*: 60. Alignment to the mouse reference genome (GRCm38.p3) was achieved using the STAR aligner (v2.4.0f1) ([@bib25]) with default options and an index compiled with gene models retrieved from the Ensembl database (release 78).

### Differential gene expression and functional enrichment analyses {#s4-5-2}

Ensembl database release 78 gene models were also used for counting mapped reads per gene using HTSeq-Count (v0.6.0, RRID:[SCR_011867](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_011867)) ([@bib5]) with the following non-default parameters: -s: no; -r: pos; -q --f bam --m intersection-nonempty. Differential gene expression was calculated for pairwise comparisons using the DESeq2 R-package (v1.6.2) ([@bib4]; [@bib49]) with default parameters. Genes with an FDR-adjusted p-value≤0.1 were considered differentially regulated. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI\'s Gene Expression Omnibus ([@bib26]) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE114702 (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE114702>).

Differentially expressed genes were further analysed for functional enrichment using the DAVID Bioinformatic Resources (v6.7) ([@bib38]; [@bib39]) and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (v2.0.14, RRID:[SCR_003199](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_003199)) ([@bib84]).

### Differential exon usage analysis {#s4-5-3}

For detection of differential exon usage the DEXSeq R-package was used (v1.12.2, RRID:[SCR_012823](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_012823)) ([@bib6]) with default parameters. FDR-corrected p-value significance level was set to 0.1. Ensemble database release 78 was used to provide exon models.

Statistics {#s4-6}
----------

Graphpad Prism (v6.0h, RRID:[SCR_002798](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002798)) was used for statistical hypothesis testing of behavioural analysis ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and expression of RNA processing genes ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Before hypothesis testing on behavioural data, normal distribution was confirmed by D\'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality, Shapiro-Wilk normality, and KS normality tests (p\<0.05 for all three tests). Sample size of n = 12 was based on a power calculation with an expected effect size of f = 0.4, a significance level of α = 0.05 and a power of 0.8. A Grubbs test for outliers (p\<0.05) identified one outlier each in CON-SI and exGF-SI groups. One-way ANOVA with Tukey\'s multiple comparisons post-hoc test was run to compare social interaction between the groups.

For hypothesis testing of expression of RNA processing genes non-parametric Friedman testing was performed with Dunn's multiple comparison post-hoc test to compare expression levels between groups.

Statistical significance for overlaps of differentially expressed genes in pairwise comparisons ([Figure 2C,D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was computed using a publicly available web service (<http://nemates.org/MA/progs/overlap_stats.html>), which is based on the hypergeometric distribution and Fischer's exact test.

Heatmaps for functional enrichment ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}): FDR-adjusted p-values were calculated for all enriched (p~adj~ \<0.1) biological-function GO Terms using DAVID Bioinformatic Resources (v6.7) (see above) and log-transformed (-log~10~) and colour-coded using Microsoft Excel (v15).

Pearson correlation coefficient for correlation between behavioural performance and gene expression level in individual mice was calculated using Microsoft Excel (v15).
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The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI\'s Gene Expression Omnibus \[86\] and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE114702 <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE114702>

The following dataset was generated:

Stilling RMMoloney GMRyan FJHoban AEBastiaanssen TFShanahan FClarke GClaesson MJDinan TGCryan JF2018Social interaction-induced activation of RNA splicing in the amygdala of microbiome-deficient mice<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE114702>Publicly available at the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (accession no: GSE114702)
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United States

In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for sending your article entitled \"Social Interaction-induced Activation of RNA Splicing in the Amygdala of Microbiome-Deficient Mice\" for peer review at *eLife*. Your article has been evaluated by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has being overseen by a guest Reviewing Editor and Wendy Garrett as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

Summary:

The manuscript by Stilling et al. uses transcriptomic analyses to identify differential changes in gene expression in amygdala of conventionally colonized vs germ-free mice after social stimulation. The study premise is of significant interest; however, there are concerns regarding the quality and robustness of the dataset that the reviewers hope the authors are able to address and resolve. Specifically, there is concern that the changes in gene expression are moderate relative to the large variation between replicates. Additional methodological controls are absolutely necessary and several textual revisions are needed to support the primary findings:

Essential revisions:

1\) Molecular validation of key differentially expressed genes identified by transcriptomic analysis. Reviewers raised the concern that the manuscript is highly descriptive and lacks qPCR validation of key differentially expressed genes.

2\) Examination of within-group gene expression changes relative to behavioral performance (e.g., comparison between germ-free mice that demonstrated social interaction behaviours similar to controls and those that clearly showed a deficit).

3\) Examination of data relative to effect size of differential expression.

4\) Comment on disagreement between behavioral phenotype reported in this study as compared to previous report in Desbonnet et al., 2014. The reviewers raised the concern that the germ free mice do not show impairment in social behavior in this study, as compared to previous findings from the same group.

5\) Discussion of specific splicing factors in the context of existing literature and broader implications, and comment on whether changes in any splicing factors can explain the changes in exon usage.

6\) Additional methodological details of quality controls for sequencing, such as RIN number of the RNA samples, sequencing depth, mapping rate, the number of exonic reads, 3\' bias, etc. are needed to evaluate the quality of the data. Also there is question as to whether the analytical software used considers whether alternative splicing occurs using exon junction reads. Consideration of how many of the reported exons are alternative exons based on existing annotations is needed.

7\) More nuanced discussion of the implications of findings. The reviewers request a more focused discussion of conclusions that can be drawn from the provided data.

*Reviewer \#1:*

Stilling et al. employed transcriptomics to determine the influence of the gut microbiome on social-interaction-induced changes in gene expression in the amygdala. By comparing naïve vs. socially stimulated mice, both control and germ-free (GF) mice, the authors found that social interaction triggers a differential change in gene expression in GF mice compared to control mice. Changes in the transcriptional landscape and GF social deficits were partially reversed by colonization at weaning. The authors identified significant overlap in a core population of genes that were differentially expressed in both naïve GF animals and socially stimulated controls. Among these, genes encoding elements of the MAPK pathway, which regulates neural plasticity, were upregulated in naïve GF animals, but only after social stimulation in conventionally colonized controls. Moreover, social stimulation markedly upregulated genes involved in RNA processing and splicing in GF animals, which was not observed in either control or GF animals colonised at weaning. Finally, the authors determined that the extent of alternative splicing observed in the amygdala of an individual correlated with the severity of the behavioral deficit observed in the animal.

I find the paper by Stilling et al. to be an interesting piece of work. However, as it stands, the paper suffers from several deficiencies. First, the work is primarily descriptive and there is no molecular validation of the bioinformatic results. Second, and perhaps more problematic, the GF mice do not show impairment in social behavior. Briefly, GF mice spent more time interacting with a mouse vs. an inanimate object, which is inconsistent with previous findings from the same group. Finally, it is not clear why the study focuses exclusively on the amygdala. A more thorough study comparing gene expression pattern from brain regions involved in social behaviors will strengthen this study. My specific comments are below:

1\) The data presented in Figures 1B and C are inconsistent with a previous study from this group (Desbonnet et al., 2014) in which GF animals preferred interaction with an empty cup over interaction with a mouse in the 3-chamber task. This inconsistency should be addressed and the data in panels B and C should be combined into a single panel with accompanying statistical data from both intra- and inter-group two-way ANOVAs.

2\) The authors should validate the top 10-25 transcripts reported in Figure 2 by qPCR or Western blotting and provide these data in the figure. In the same line, MAPK pathway activity is readily accessible for analysis by Western blotting. Can the authors provide molecular validation of the MAPK pathway data-baseline upregulation in GF animals and post-interaction upregulation in controls?

3\) It\'s unlikely that the alternative splicing events in GF animals are restricted to the amygdala. Other structures including those in the mesolimbic dopaminergic reward system, specifically the nucleus accumbens and ventral tegmental area, are emerging as regions critically involved in regulating social behavior. Did the authors perform similar transcriptomic analysis on tissue isolated from other brain regions following the interaction? This data would bolster the authors\' claim that colonization-state dependent alterations in RNA splicing and processing exerts meaningful influence over social behavior.

4\) The lengthy Discussion presents an interesting theory unifying neuroimmune interaction data with findings from the microbiome and behavior field; however, this is completely outside of the scope of the conclusions that can be drawn from the provided data and, in my view, the implications of this study should be toned down.

*Reviewer \#2:*

This article explores the potential underlying molecular mechanisms of impaired social behaviour in Germ-Free (GF) mice. A key finding is that following an established social interaction test, GF animals exhibited an increased expression of genes encoding splicing factors in the amygdala, relative to controls. Although GF mice that were colonised with microbiota after weaning demonstrated similar molecular changes, they were greater than in GF mice. Overall the manuscript documents extremely important observations that not only lend further support for the involvement of the microbiome in sociability, but also provides essential, novel data that can be interrogated more extensively to decipher how microbial communities might influence host central function. This report is well written, the figures are excellent and the state-of-the-art methodologies and statistical analyses used were entirely appropriate. My comments are:

1\) Not sure if comparisons with behaviour naïve and tested mice really add to the study, and perhaps can be moved to supplementary data?....The work is not addressed in the Discussion anyway -- what key information can the reader glean from these associations?

What really would have been interesting to see are comparisons between the GF mice that demonstrated social interaction behaviours similar to controls (\>300 sec), with those that clearly showed a deficit (\<200sec) in Figure 1B i.e. what are the molecular profiles within the GF-SI cohorts?....The authors did mention variability amongst these animals, so are these variabilities reflected at the molecular level?....Obviously a meaningful analysis might be under-powered, but even a cursory inspection would be valuable.

2\) Subsection "Social interaction induces highly distinct gene expression patterns in the amygdala of germ-free mice", first paragraph: results should be presented immediately, perhaps with an introductory sentence -- the preceding detailed paragraph with references is too excessive -- -- this should be moved to Materials and methods or Introduction --....but ideally, as mentioned above, these comparisons should be hidden in the shadows so the reader can focus on the main findings between CON-SI, GF-SI & exGF-SI!

*Reviewer \#3:*

Stilling et al. hypothesized that social behavior can be modulated by host-associated microbiota. To test this hypothesis, the authors compared control mice, germ-free mice and GF mice colonized post weaning by RNA-seq analysis of amygdala upon exposure to social interaction. The authors found significant gene expression changes between groups. In particular, GF mice with SI exposure showed increased expression of splicing factors, as well as differential splicing of a large number of exons. While the hypothesis is potentially interesting, this reviewer is concerned whether the analysis has properly controlled and reproducible to make the claims. Overall, the work is also quite descriptive in general.

1\) The authors judge the difference of two conditions by the number of differentially expressed genes. This is problematic because the number of differentially expressed genes is largely affected by the number of replicates and sequence depth, which is directly related to the statistical power. Without controlling these confounding factors, the number of differentially expressed genes is not that informative.

2\) Related to point \#1 above, the authors did not filter differentially expressed genes based on fold change (i.e., effect size), except in Figure 2---figure supplement 1A (the cut off FDR\<0.1 is also not very stringent). By comparing Figure 2 and Figure 2---figure supplement 1A, it seems that the vast majority of genes have quite moderate changes (\|log2(fold change\|\<0.1). Given the large variation between replicates (e.g., for the GF-SI group as mentioned by the authors), the robustness of the results is questionable.

3\) In particular, since changes in splicing factor expression is a central point of the paper, this reviewer is surprised that no specific splicing factors were discussed in any detail or even mentioned. At least some of these should be validated using independent samples by qRT-PCR and western blots.

4\) The authors reported a large number of changes in exon usage. This reviewer noticed that DEXSeq was used for this analysis and I assume the software does not explicitly consider whether alternative splicing really occurs using exon junction reads. How many of the reported exons are really alternative exons (e.g., based on existing annotations)? Again, RT-PCR validation using independent samples will be necessary to support the claim.

5\) Does the changes of any splicing factors explain the changes in exon usage? If yes, that will be helpful to argue for bona fide, causative changes.

6\) The authors did not provide sufficient details on quality controls about the RNA-seq data, e.g., RIN number of the RNA samples, sequencing depth, mapping rate, the number of exonic reads, 3\' bias, etc. These metrics are important to judge the quality of the data.

10.7554/eLife.33070.025

Author response

Essential revisions:

> 1\) Molecular validation of key differentially expressed genes identified by transcriptomic analysis. Reviewers raised the concern that the manuscript is highly descriptive and lacks qPCR validation of key differentially expressed genes.

We have now added validation of key differentially expressed genes by qPCR, also several genes involved in MAP-K signalling (Figure 2---figure supplement 2). These data confirm that we observe increased baseline activity of several markers of neuronal activity. We also have to stress the point that we do see increased expression of MAP-K-related genes in the GF group albeit enrichment of these genes in response to stimulation is far less prominent as compared to the control group.

In addition, we have now discussed the fact that we do find exactly the expected regulations in the control group, which serves as a positive control and is internal validation of the behavioural stimulation protocol and the sequencing/bioinformatic analysis pipeline, i.e. the methodology of this paper. Also we want to highlight the fact we here find very similar results for the naïve comparisons as in our previous, independent report (Stilling et al., 2015).

> 2\) Examination of within-group gene expression changes relative to behavioral performance (e.g., comparison between germ-free mice that demonstrated social interaction behaviours similar to controls and those that clearly showed a deficit).

A detailed examination of within-group gene expression in correlation to behavioural performance is provided in Figure 5 and Supplementary file 7 and respective Results and Discussion sections of the original manuscript, suggesting that indeed activation of the splicing machinery is the mechanism separating animals based on behavioral performance.

In addition, we have now provided additional within-group analysis of gene expression, comparing germ-free animals with high social behavior performance (GF-SI^high^) and animals with low social behavior performance (GF-SI^low^).

The description and data can be found in additional panels to Figure 5 (E)), a new sheet in Supplementary file 1 and the respective Results section. We used DESeq2 to perform within group comparison. Using a classical cut-off/threshold-based comparison, we find 3 genes significantly higher expressed in GF-SI^high^ animals. Using non-cut-off-based gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) we find several significantly enriched pathways and biological functions associated with RNA processing to show higher expression in GF-SI^high^ animals.

The new analysis thus confirms that genes of the splicing machinery are higher expressed in the amygdala of mice with control-like behavioural performance (GF-SI^high)^ in the social interaction test.

> 3\) Examination of data relative to effect size of differential expression.

We have now provided additional analyses using gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) to avoid relying purely on p-value and/or fold-change cut-off thresholds. GSEA analyses ranked lists of genes, here sorted by fold-change as calculated by DESeq2 but includes all expressed genes for searching for enrichment among higher or lower expressed genes between two groups.

We have performed this analysis already before submitting our manuscript to *eLife*, but felt it would be confusing for readers as we find essentially the same biological functions and pathways as with our initial, classical cut-off-based analysis, which tends to be more stringent/conservative. We have therefore placed the new data in new Supplementary file 8 and comment only very briefly on the data in the revised manuscript.

> 4\) Comment on disagreement between behavioral phenotype reported in this study as compared to previous report in Desbonnet et al., 2014. The reviewers raised the concern that the germ free mice do not show impairment in social behavior in this study, as compared to previous findings from the same group.

We have now commented on the differences between this study and Desbonnet et al., 2014 and extended the Discussion also on differences to other similar findings.

In short, our results are not in disagreement with our lab\'s previous report (Desbonnet et al., 2014). Contrarily, we confirm the finding by Desbonnet et al. that germ-free mice show reduced social interaction in the three-chamber social interaction task and that colonisation after weaning can reverse this effect. This is also in agreement with Buffington et al., 2016. In fact, only 2 out of 12 GF mice perform at average control levels. Natural variability in this outbred mouse strain (Swiss Webster), different experimenters (male vs. female, compare ref. Sorge, RE (2014) Nat Meth.) and a slightly different setup may together have contributed to greater variability in GF mice -- a finding that actually helped us stratify the transcriptional response and correlate gene expression to behavioural phenotype (see Figure 5 and corresponding Results/Discussion sections)

> 5\) Discussion of specific splicing factors in the context of existing literature and broader implications, and comment on whether changes in any splicing factors can explain the changes in exon usage.

Reanalysing the lists of genes with RNA processing functions, we find genes implicated in all steps of mRNA processing ranging from pre-mRNA generation to nuclear export and translational initiation. These include genes coding for proteins that bind RNA at cap and poly-A-tail (and respective enzymes catalysing capping and polyadenylation in the first place) as well as for protein components of all spliceosomal subunits and several representatives of dead-box binding protein (Ddx), Hnrnp, Rbm and Prfp families, all involved in nuclear or cytoplasmic RNA processing, guiding and surveillance. In addition as stated in the manuscript already, we find several non-coding RNAs involved in these processes such as the constituents of Caja bodies or paraspeckles, which are sites of active RNA processing. It is thus far beyond the scope of this study to provide a genome-wide matching of specific splicing factors and alternative exon-usage outcomes. In conclusion the data strongly suggests that these substantial changes in expression of the splicing machinery are causative for the observed differences in exon usage.

> 6\) Additional methodological details of quality controls for sequencing, such as RIN number of the RNA samples, sequencing depth, mapping rate, the number of exonic reads, 3\' bias, etc. are needed to evaluate the quality of the data. Also there is question as to whether the analytical software used considers whether alternative splicing occurs using exon junction reads. Consideration of how many of the reported exons are alternative exons based on existing annotations is needed.

We have now added an additional Supplementary file 8 with quality control details for RNA extraction and sequencing including a gene discovery curve as a quantitative measure of sequencing depth (number of reads vs. number of genes covered by these reads). On average we received 23.4 million (2.34x107) paired reads per sample, which covers most detectable genes. We have also uploaded FASTQC data as a ZIP file for review purposes, we leave it to the editor if this information needs to be published (this would be rather unusual).

Also see response to reviewer \#3, pt. 4.

> 7\) More nuanced discussion of the implications of findings. The reviewers request a more focused discussion of conclusions that can be drawn from the provided data.

While we do feel that this work needs to be put into a greater context, we have now provided a more focused discussion, restricted to the direct implications of the presented data. However, some of the other essential revisions required extending some parts of the Discussion (see above).

Reviewer \#1:

> Stilling et al. employed transcriptomics to determine the influence of the gut microbiome on social-interaction-induced changes in gene expression in the amygdala. By comparing naïve vs. socially stimulated mice, both control and germ-free (GF) mice, the authors found that social interaction triggers a differential change in gene expression in GF mice compared to control mice. Changes in the transcriptional landscape and GF social deficits were partially reversed by colonization at weaning. The authors identified significant overlap in a core population of genes that were differentially expressed in both naïve GF animals and socially stimulated controls. Among these, genes encoding elements of the MAPK pathway, which regulates neural plasticity, were upregulated in naïve GF animals, but only after social stimulation in conventionally colonized controls. Moreover, social stimulation markedly upregulated genes involved in RNA processing and splicing in GF animals, which was not observed in either control or GF animals colonised at weaning. Finally, the authors determined that the extent of alternative splicing observed in the amygdala of an individual correlated with the severity of the behavioral deficit observed in the animal.
>
> I find the paper by Stilling et al. to be an interesting piece of work. However, as it stands, the paper suffers from several deficiencies. First, the work is primarily descriptive and there is no molecular validation of the bioinformatic results.

While our study design does provide an intervention that contributes to causal inference (gene expression changes in the amygdala caused by social interaction), we agree that our work is primarily descriptive. We have now provided additional molecular validation of the bioinformatic results (Figure 2---figure supplement 2). In addition we want to point out the fact that we do find exactly the expected regulations in the control group (CON-SI), which is internal validation of the behavioural stimulation protocol, the methods and the sequencing pipeline. Also we do find very similar results for the naïve comparisons as in our previous, independent report (Stilling et al., 2015, BBI). We therefore agree with this reviewer that this issue is less problematic (see next point below).

> Second, and perhaps more problematic, the GF mice do not show impairment in social behavior. Briefly, GF mice spent more time interacting with a mouse vs. an inanimate object, which is inconsistent with previous findings from the same group.

We have now commented on the differences between this study and Desbonnet et al., 2014 and extended the Discussion also on differences to other similar findings.

In short, our results are not in disagreement with our labs previous report (Desbonnet et al., 2014). Contrarily, we confirm the finding by Desbonnet et al. that germ-free mice show reduced social interaction in the three-chamber social interaction task and that colonisation after weaning can reverse this effect. This is also in agreement with Buffington et al., 2016. In fact, only 2 out of 12 GF mice perform at average control levels. Natural variability in this outbred mouse strain (Swiss Webster), different experimenters (male vs. female, compare ref. Sorge, RE (2014) Nat Meth.) and a slightly different setup may together have contributed to greater variability in GF mice -- a finding that actually helped us stratify the transcriptional response and correlate gene expression to behavioural phenotype (see Figure 5 and corresponding Results/Discussion sections). Also see response to essential revisions above. We now include a discussion to clarify to what extend our data matches previous reports.

> Finally, it is not clear why the study focuses exclusively on the amygdala. A more thorough study comparing gene expression pattern from brain regions involved in social behaviors will strengthen this study. My specific comments are below:

In addition to the justification already mentioned in the paper, we have now rephrased the respective section in the Introduction and added specific references to justify our choice. We certainly do not imply that this is the only relevant region in this context, as we have previously studied also, e.g., the prefrontal cortex and have made similar observations with regard to a potential neuronal hyperactivity (Hoban et al. 2016, Transl. Psych.).

> 1\) The data presented in Figures 1B and C are inconsistent with a previous study from this group (Desbonnet et al., 2014) in which GF animals preferred interaction with an empty cup over interaction with a mouse in the 3-chamber task. This inconsistency should be addressed and the data in panels B and C should be combined into a single panel with accompanying statistical data from both intra- and inter-group two-way ANOVAs.

See response to general comment above. Figure 1B-C has been revised to reflect this recommendation.

> 2\) The authors should validate the top 10-25 transcripts reported in Figure 2 by qPCR or Western blotting and provide these data in the figure. In the same line, MAPK pathway activity is readily accessible for analysis by Western blotting. Can the authors provide molecular validation of the MAPK pathway data-baseline upregulation in GF animals and post-interaction upregulation in controls?

We have now added validation results for key differentially expressed genes by qPCR, also several genes involved in MAP-K signalling. These data confirm that we observe increased baseline activity of several markers of neuronal activity. We also have to stress the point that we do see increased expression of MAP-K-related genes in the GF group albeit enrichment of these genes in response to stimulation is far less prominent as compared to the control group.

In addition, we have now added a few words to discuss the fact that we do find exactly the expected regulations in the control group, which serves as a positive control and is internal validation of the behavioural stimulation protocol and the sequencing/bioinformatic analysis pipeline, i.e. the methodology of this paper. Also we want to highlight the fact we here find very similar results for the naïve comparisons as in our previous, independent report (Stilling et al., 2015).

> 3\) It\'s unlikely that the alternative splicing events in GF animals are restricted to the amygdala. Other structures including those in the mesolimbic dopaminergic reward system, specifically the nucleus accumbens and ventral tegmental area, are emerging as regions critically involved in regulating social behavior. Did the authors perform similar transcriptomic analysis on tissue isolated from other brain regions following the interaction? This data would bolster the authors\' claim that colonization-state dependent alterations in RNA splicing and processing exerts meaningful influence over social behavior.

We agree with this reviewer that more data from other brain regions would further advance the field. In fact, we do provide gene expression data in GF mice also in the prefrontal cortex in another published study (Hoban et al. 2016, Transl. Psych). Unfortunately, in this study we had to focus on a particular brain region that is a critical node in microbiome to brain signalling (see Cowan et al. Bioessays 2018 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.201700172/abstract) and thus we feel that repeating this study in multiple other brain regions is beyond the scope of this paper.

> 4\) The lengthy Discussion presents an interesting theory unifying neuroimmune interaction data with findings from the microbiome and behavior field; however, this is completely outside of the scope of the conclusions that can be drawn from the provided data and, in my view, the implications of this study should be toned down.

While we do feel that this work needs to be put into a greater context, and provides a coherent mechanistic understanding of the processes described that has -- to our knowledge -- not been presented before, we have now focussed the Discussion, restricted to the direct implications of the presented data. However, some of the other essential revisions required extending some parts of the Discussion (see above).

Reviewer \#2:

> \[...\] 1) Not sure if comparisons with behaviour naïve and tested mice really add to the study, and perhaps can be moved to supplementary data? The work is not addressed in the Discussion anyway -- what key information can the reader glean from these associations?
>
> What really would have been interesting to see are comparisons between the GF mice that demonstrated social interaction behaviours similar to controls (\>300 sec), with those that clearly showed a deficit (\<200sec) in Figure 1B i.e. what are the molecular profiles within the GF-SI cohorts? The authors did mention variability amongst these animals, so are these variabilities reflected at the molecular level? Obviously a meaningful analysis might be under-powered, but even a cursory inspection would be valuable.

A detailed examination of within-group gene expression in correlation to behavioural performance is provided in Figure 5 and Supplementary file 7 and respective results and Discussion sections of the original manuscript, suggesting that indeed activation of the splicing machinery is the mechanism separating animals based on behavioural performance.

In addition, we have now provided further within-group analysis of gene expression, comparing germ-free animals with high social behaviour performance (GF-SI^high^) and animals with low social behaviour performance (GF-SI^low^).

The description and data can be found in additional panels to Figure 5 (E), a new sheet in Supplementary file 1 and the respective Results section. We used DESeq2 to perform within group comparison. Using a classical cut-off/threshold-based comparison, we find 3 genes significantly higher expressed in GF-SI^high^ animals. Using non-cut-off-based gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) we find several significantly enriched pathways and biological functions associated with RNA processing to show higher expression in GF-SI^high^ animals.

The new analysis thus confirms that genes of the splicing machinery are higher expressed in the amygdala of mice with control-like behavioural performance (GF-SI^high^) in the social interaction test.

> 2\) Subsection "Social interaction induces highly distinct gene expression patterns in the amygdala of germ-free mice", first paragraph: results should be presented immediately, perhaps with an introductory sentence -- the preceding detailed paragraph with references is too excessive -- this should be moved to Materials and methods or Introduction -- but ideally, as mentioned above, these comparisons should be hidden in the shadows so the reader can focus on the main findings between CON-SI, GF-SI & exGF-SI!

We fully agree with this reviewer's excitement for the novel data and have radically shortened this part. Only a rough description of the sequencing conditions has remained as we believe this is important information for readers.

Reviewer \#3:

> Stilling et al. hypothesized that social behavior can be modulated by host-associated microbiota. To test this hypothesis, the authors compared control mice, germ-free mice and GF mice colonized post weaning by RNA-seq analysis of amygdala upon exposure to social interaction. The authors found significant gene expression changes between groups. In particular, GF mice with SI exposure showed increased expression of splicing factors, as well as differential splicing of a large number of exons. While the hypothesis is potentially interesting, this reviewer is concerned whether the analysis has properly controlled and reproducible to make the claims. Overall, the work is also quite descriptive in general.
>
> 1\) The authors judge the difference of two conditions by the number of differentially expressed genes. This is problematic because the number of differentially expressed genes is largely affected by the number of replicates and sequence depth, which is directly related to the statistical power. Without controlling these confounding factors, the number of differentially expressed genes is not that informative.

We have now provided gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA), which is not affected by potentially biased cut-offs for p-value and fold-change.

> 2\) Related to point \#1 above, the authors did not filter differentially expressed genes based on fold change (i.e., effect size), except in Figure 2---figure supplement 1A (the cut off FDR\<0.1 is also not very stringent). By comparing Figure 2 and Figure 2---figure supplement 1A, it seems that the vast majority of genes have quite moderate changes (\|log2(fold change\|\<0.1). Given the large variation between replicates (e.g., for the GF-SI group as mentioned by the authors), the robustness of the results is questionable.

We have now provided gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA), which is not affected by potentially biased cut-offs for p-value and fold-change. In addition we want to point out the fact that we do find exactly the expected regulations in the control group, which is internal validation of the behavioural stimulation protocol, the methods and the sequencing pipeline. Also we do find very similar results for the naïve comparisons as in our previous, independent report (Stilling et al., 2015).

> 3\) In particular, since changes in splicing factor expression is a central point of the paper, this reviewer is surprised that no specific splicing factors were discussed in any detail or even mentioned. At least some of these should be validated using independent samples by qRT-PCR and western blots.

See response to essential revision \#5.

> 4\) The authors reported a large number of changes in exon usage. This reviewer noticed that DEXSeq was used for this analysis and I assume the software does not explicitly consider whether alternative splicing really occurs using exon junction reads. How many of the reported exons are really alternative exons (e.g., based on existing annotations)? Again, RT-PCR validation using independent samples will be necessary to support the claim.

We have extensive experience with using the described pipeline and are confident that our methods adhere to the highest standards. In fact, the number of differentially spliced genes was exceptionally high in the GF-SI and exGF-SI comparisons based on many previous datasets generated and analysed by the authors of this paper.

Regarding using exon junction reads, the DEXSeq publication states:

"Junction reads are reads whose genomic alignment contains a gap because they start in one exon, end in another exon, and "jump" over the intron in between and possibly over skipped exons. In DEXSeq, such reads are counted for each counting bin with which they overlap, i.e., they appear multiple times in the count table. However, because we test for each exon separately, this does not affect the validity of the test. \[...\] Furthermore, junction reads give evidence for connections between counting bins and thus are crucial for isoform deconvolution tools such as Cufflinks and MMSeq. For our exon-by-exon test, however, leveraging this information is not essential, and also not straightforward. In the method presented, we essentially consider for each sample the ratio of the number of reads overlapping with an exon to the number of reads falling onto the whole gene."

In addition for most genes the dominant isoform is not determined and may be different in different cell types or tissues. Therefore the definition of what is an "alternative exon" is not straight forward and we feel that it can thus not feasibly be included in this paper.

> 5\) Does the changes of any splicing factors explain the changes in exon usage? If yes, that will be helpful to argue for bona fide, causative changes.

Reanalysing the lists of genes with RNA processing functions, we find genes implicated in all steps of mRNA processing ranging from pre-mRNA generation to nuclear export and translational initiation. These include genes coding for proteins that bind RNA at cap and poly-A-tail (and respective enzymes catalysing capping and polyadenylation in the first place) as well as for protein components of all spliceosomal subunits and several representatives of dead-box binding protein (Ddx), Hnrnp, Rbm and Prfp families, all involved in nuclear or cytoplasmic RNA processing, guiding and surveillance. In addition as stated in the manuscript already, we find several non-coding RNAs involved in these processes such as the constituents of Cajal bodies or paraspeckles, which are sites of active RNA processing. It is thus far beyond the scope of this study to provide a genome-wide matching of specific splicing factors and alternative exon-usage outcomes. In conclusion the data strongly suggests that these substantial changes in expression of the splicing machinery are causative for the observed differences in exon usage.

> 6\) The authors did not provide sufficient details on quality controls about the RNA-seq data, e.g., RIN number of the RNA samples, sequencing depth, mapping rate, the number of exonic reads, 3\' bias, etc. These metrics are important to judge the quality of the data.

We have now added an additional Supplementary file 8 with quality control details for RNA extraction and sequencing including a gene discovery curve as a quantitative measure of sequencing depth (number of reads vs. number of genes covered by these reads). On average we received 23.4 million (2.34x10^7^) paired reads per sample, which covers most detectable genes.

[^1]: German Primate Center, Goettingen, Germany.
